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Abstract-A series of continuum mechanics computer code calculations are planned to investigate 
the effects of variations in impactor mass and velocity on the generation and transport of impact melt. 
Results from the first two calculations are reported. In both of these calculations the impactor is 
modeled as a spherical iron projectile having a mass of 1 x 1012g. The target is modeled as a gabbroic 
anorthosite (GA) half-space. In one calculation (N ASA-1) the impact velocity is 5 km/sec and in the 
second calculation (NASA-2) it is 15.8 km/sec. In the NASA-I calculation 6.8 x 1010g (about 0.07 
projectile masses) of GA is completely or partly melted. In N ASA-2, 3.6 x 1012 g of GA are partially 
vaporized while 10.4 x 1012g (about 10.4 projectile masses) of GA are completely or partly melted. 
The 5 km/sec and 15.8 km/sec calculations were performed to real times of 1.0 and 1.3 seconds, 
respectively. Ballistic extrapolations from these times give a crater diameter, D, of about 0.9 km and 
a volume, V, of about 6.5 x 107 m3 for NASA-1. For NASA-2, D = 2 km, V = 6.8 x 108 m^3 Crater 
radii and volume scale approximately as (KE) 11·1. Ejection angles are nearly constant throughout most 
of the calculation at ~50-60° from the horizontal. Early-time ejection velocities are 1-2 km/sec in 
both cases. For NASA-I all the melted GA is ejected from the crater. The maximum impact range 
for this ejected melted material is about 30 km. For NASA-2 about 50% of the melted GA is ejected 
from the crater to ranges up to about 130 km. 

The attenuation of peak shock pressure with depth is reported for both calculations. Transient 
cavity dynamics are described and compared to that for surface and near-surface explosions. 

INTRODUCTION 

The characteristics and distribution of impact melt at terrestrial craters has often 
played an important role in the interpretation of the mechanics of crater formation 
(e.g., Phinney and Simonds, 1977 and Grieve et al., 1977). However, there are 
a number of fundamental questions regarding not only the generation of impact 
melt (e.g., Ahrens and O'Keefe, 1972 and 1977) but, equally important, its sub-
sequent dynamics and final disposition. In particular, the influence of variations 
in impact parameters on the generation and transport of impact melt is not well 
understood. An improved understanding of these processes is expected not only 
to enhance our understanding of cratering and ejection mechanics but also to aid 
in the interpretation of the lunar samples. 

A matrix of theoretical continuum mechanics calculations has been initiated to 
address basic questions concerning the effects of variations in impact parameters 
on melt generation and transport as well as transient cavity and ejection dynamics 
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more generally. The first two calculations of this matrix have recently been com-
pleted and some of the basic results are reported here. Analysis of the compu-
tations is continuing and additional results will be reported in future papers. 

INITIAL CONDITIONS AND MATERIAL MODELS 

The initial conditions, boundary conditions and material models for the two cal-
culations reported here are identical in all respects except the impact velocity. In 
one calculation, denoted NASA- I, the impact velocity of the projectile was taken 
as 5 km/sec and in the second, NASA-2, it was 15.8 km/sec. Thus, the kinetic 
energy of the projectile in the NASA-2 calculation was ten times that in the 
NASA-I calculation. The earth's gravitational field (980 cm/sec2) was used in 
both calculations. 

In both calculations the impact was modeled as normal (i.e., 90° to the target 
plane) and axial symmetry was assumed. The impact projectile was taken as an 
iron sphere of mass 1012 grams and a radius of about 31.2 meters. The equation 
of state used to model the iron projectile was that due to Tillotson (1962) and 
included both melting and vaporization. The equation-of-state constants for the 
iron are reported in Ahrens and O'Keefe (1977). The iron was modeled as a 
temperature-dependent von Mises material with a constant shear modulus, µ,. 
For the projectile: 

µ, = 0.625 Mb (62.5 G Pa) 

and 

v3J2 = Yo(l - E/En,) 

where J 2 = second invariant of the stress deviator tensor. 
Yo = 3 kb (0.3 GPa) 
Em = specific internal energy required for melting = 1.05 x 1010 erg/g. 

The tensile strength for iron was taken as 667 bars (66.7 MPa). 
In both calculations the iron projectile impacted a gabbroic anorthosite (GA) 

half-space. The equation of state used to model the GA was essentially identical 
to that reported by Ahrens and O'Keefe (1977) and O'Keefe and Ahrens (1978). 
The equation of state model for the GA included a solid-solid phase transition 
beginning at a pressure of about 150 kb (15 GPa) as well as melting and vapori-
zation. The GA was also modeled as a temperature dependent von Mises material 
with a constant shear modulus. For the GA: 

µ, = 0.325 Mb (32.5 GPa) 

and 

v3J2 = Yo(l - E/En,) 

where Yo = 3.464 kb (0.3464 G Pa) and Em = 1.76 x 1010 erg/g. The tensile 
strength of the GA was taken as 300 bars (30 MPa). 
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Table 1. Hugoniot shock pressures (Mb) inducing a change of 
state upon isentropic release to atmospheric pressure. 

Iron Gabbroic anorthosite 

Incipient melting 
Complete melting 
Incipient vaporization 
Complete vaporization 

2.2 
2.6 
4.2 

16.8 

0.43 
0.52 
1.02 
5.9 

For both the iron and the GA the shock pressures inducing a change of state 
upon isentropic release to atmospheric pressure are given in Table 1. The ideal 
one-dimensional Hugoniot pressure for the NASA-I impact (5 km/sec) is about 
950 kb (95 GPa) which is sufficient to completely melt, but not vaporize, the GA 
and is insufficient to melt the iron. The ideal Hugoniot impact pressure for 
NASA-2 (15.8 km/sec) is about 5.6 Mb (560 GPa) which is sufficient to begin 
vaporization in both the GA and the iron. 

The computational geometry and initial impact conditions are summarized in 
Fig. 1. The initial finite-difference computational grid was the same for both 
calculations. Figure 2 shows this computational grid in the impact region. The 
finite difference zone on the axis of symmetry and immediately beneath the pro-
jectile was initially 3.5 m by 3.5 m. In the radial direction zone size increased 
with range geometrically with a geometric ratio of 1.03. Zone size increased with 

Iron Projectile (Radius "" 31.2 meters) 

Gabbroic Anorthosite Half Space 

NASA-1 NASA-2 

Projectile Mass ............... . 1 X 1012 grams 1 X 1012 grams 

Impact Velocity ............. . 5 km/sec 15.8 km/sec 

Impact Momentum ........... . 5 X 101 7 dyne-sec 15.8 X 101 7 dyne-sec 

Impact Kinetic Energy ........ . 1.25 X 1023 ergs(~ 3 Mt) 1.25 X 1024 ergs(~ 30 Mt) 

Fig. 1. Geometry and initial conditions for calculations. 
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Fig. 2. Finite difference computational grid in impact region for both NASA- I and 
NASA-2. 

depth with a geometric ratio of 1.05. The interface between the projectile and the 
half-space is modeled as a frictionless sliding surface. The calculations were 
performed using the CRT two-dimensional Lagrangian finite difference code 
WAVE-L. 

ENERGY PARTITIONING AND MELT GENERATION 

Energy coupling and partitioning for the two calculations are shown in Fig. 3. 
Shown in Fig. 3 are the projectile kinetic and total energy and the GA kinetic, 
internal and total energy as a function of time for both calculations. Essentially 
all the initial projectile kinetic energy is coupled to the GA in both impacts. 
However, for the low velocity impact (NASA-I at 5 km/sec) full coupling of the 
energy to the GA requires about 50 ms as compared to about 15 ms for the 15.8 
km/sec impact (NASA-2). This is consistent with the factor of a little more than 
three difference in the impact velocities. In both calculations, the maximum ki-
netic energy in the GA is achieved at about the time energy coupling is complete. 
For NASA-I the maximum GA kinetic energy is about 0.43 of the initial impact 
energy while for the higher velocity NASA-2 impact the maximum ratio of GA 
kinetic energy to initial impact energy is about 0.37. 

Figure 4 shows the peak pressure on the axis of symmetry versus depth nor-
malized to the initial projectile radius, d/R, for each of the calculations. For 
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N ASA-1 the attenuation of peak pressure with depth is well represented over the 
range 0.5 < d/R < 4.82 (89 kb < P < 687 kb) by the equation: 

log P = -0.494 - 0.582 log: - 0.313 [ log :r -0.047 [ log :r 
where P is in Mbars. 

The attenuation of peak pressure with depth for the N ASA-2 calculation ex-
hibits two distinct regimes and is well described by the equations: 

d 
log P = 0.474 - 0.167 log R 

d -< 1 
R 
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Fig. 3. Energy Partitioning. Kinetic and total energy versus time for NASA- I projectile 
(a) and NASA-2 projectile (b) and kinetic, internal and total energy in GA versus time 
for NASA-I (c) and NASA-2 (d). 
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Fig. 4. Peak pressure versus depth, d, normalized to the initial projectile radius, R, for 
NASA-I (left) and NASA-2 (right). 

b 
10.0 

d [ d] 2 
log P = 0.476 - 0.430 log R + 0.985 log R [ d] 3 d 1.852 log R , l < R -s 7.22 

d 
In both calculations at depths below about R = 3, the attenuation of peak 

pressure with depth approximates an equation of the form: 

( d)-1. 7 
p = a -

R 

where a is a constant. 
In the NASA-1 calculation, GA extending to an original depth of about 10 m 

on axis is fully melted. Incipient melting on the axis of symmetry extends to an 
original depth of about 15 m. In NASA-I all state changes in the GA are com-
pleted by about 3 ms after the impact. 

The higher impact velocity NASA-2 calculation results in melting to much 
greater depths, as expected. For NASA-2 partial vaporization of the GA extends 
to an original depth of about 155 m. Complete melting in N ASA-2 extends to an 
original depth of about 210 m while incipient melting extends to a depth of about 
225 m. In NASA-2 all state changes in the GA are complete by about 21 ms after 
the impact. Figure 5 shows the spatial distribution of the partially vaporized, 
completely melted and partially melted GA for both of the calculations at about 
the time when changes of state in the GA are complete. 

In NASA-I the mass of material experiencing complete melting was about 3.6 
x 1010g or a mass equivalent to about 4% of the projectile mass. The mass of 
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Fig. 5. Early-time spatial distribution of partially vaporized and melted GA for the 
NASA- I calculation at a time of 3 ms (left) and the N ASA-2 calculation at a time of 21 
ms (right). Times correspond approximately to times when solid-liquid phase change in 
GA terminates. Stippling shows dominant material phase in each zone. Because of 
rezoning, zones may contain mixtures of partially vaporized, melted, partially melted 
and solid GA. Heavy, intermediate and light stippling denotes partially vaporized, fully 
melted and partially melted material, respectively. Note that in these plots the axis of 
symmetry is not coincident with the margin of the figure. 

partially melted GA (i.e., at the melting temperature but not fully melted) was 
nearly the same, about 3.2 x 1010g or 3% of the projectile mass. 

The NASA-2 15.8 km/sec impact, which involved ten times the NASA-I im-
pact kinetic energy, resulted in over 150 times as much completely and partially 
melted GA as well as about 3.6 projectile masses of partially vaporized GA. For 
the NASA-2 impact about 7.6 projectile masses of GA were completely melted 
while about 2.8 projectile masses were partially melted. Table 2/ summarizes the 
masses of GA undergoing state changes in each of the calculations. 

Fully vaporized 
Partially vaporized 
Fully melted 
Partially melted 

Table 2. Gabbroic anorthosite melt and vapor generation. 

NASA-I (5 km/sec) NASA-2 (15.8 km/sec) 

Mass Fraction of Mass Fraction of 
(g) projectile mass (g) projectile mass 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 3.6 X 1012 3.6 

3.6 X 1010 0.04 7.6 X 1012 7.6 
3.2 X 1010 0.03 2.8 X 1012 2.8 
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TRANSIENT CAVITY DYNAMICS 

For surface and near-smface explosions, Orphal (1977a, 1977b) suggested that 
transient cavity formation may be conveniently viewed as a two-stage process: 
1) nearly hemispherical growth of the transient cavity until maximum depth is 
achieved and 2) shearing of material along the transient cavity walls and continued 
radial growth following attainment of maximum cavity depth. Transient cavity 
dynamics are somewhat different for the impact conditions and velocity regime 
studied here in which there is little or no projectile vaporization. The early time 
cavity dynamics under these conditions is dominated by the penetration of the 
projectile. During this phase, the "depth" of the transient crater increases as the 
projectile penetrates the target while the "radius" of the transient cavity is nearly 
constant and of the same order of magnitude as the projectile radius. In short, 
during this early penetration phase the geometry of the transient cavity is ap-
proximately cylindrical. This early penetration phase is illustrated in Fig. 6 for 
the N ASA-2 calculation. 

During the penetration phase the projectile is decelerated and at some point in 
time the projectile velocity is less than the shock propagation speed in the target 
material in front of the projectile. At this point in time the shock begins to "break 
away" from the penetrating projectile and material flow begins to become more 
hemispherical about this point below the surface. For NASA-2 this "breakaway" 
occurs by 55 ms after impact as shown in Fig. 6. 

0 

3 X 104 

,-, 0.5 cm/µs e--, 0.05 cm/µs 

6 X 104 

a 8 X 104 b 

O Radms, cm 1 X 104 2 X 104 
Time~ 21.20 ms 

o. 2x104 
Radius, cm 

4Xl04 6X104 
Time~ 55.11 ms 

Fig. 6. Vector velocity plots of material flow field during early-time penetration phase 
of NASA-2 calculation showing cylindrical nature of early-time transient cavity and 
"break away" of shock front from projectile between 21 ms (left) and 55 ms (right). 
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Fig. 7. Vector velocity plots of material flow field in cavity region for N ASA-1 showing 
quasi-hemispherical flow at 500 ms and before attainment of maximum depth (left) and 
shear flow along cavity wall at I sec after maximum cavity depth is achieved (right). 

Following the shock "breakaway" the transient cavity dynamics begins to 
more closely approach the two-state process described by Orphal (1977b) for 
near-surface explosions. At later times, the flow field near the transient cavity 
qualitatively resembles very much that for near-surface explosions as can be seen 
by comparing Fig. 7 with a similar figure (Fig. 1) in Orphal (1977b). There is a 
significant quantitative difference, however, between the transient cavity dynam-
ics for the impacts reported here and near-surface explosions. For near-surface 
explosions the early growth of the transient cavity is nearly hemispherical with 
cavity radius and depth essentially equal until maximum depth is achieved. In 
contrast, for the impacts reported here the depth of the transient cavity is greater 
than the cavity radius until very late times in the cratering process. This can be 
seen in Fig. 8 which shows cavity radius and depth versus time for both the 
NASA-1 and the NASA-2 calculations. For NASA-1 the maximum cavity depth 
of about 325 m is achieved at a time of about 0.6 seconds. At this same time the 
radius of the transient cavity is only about 200 m or about ½ the depth. Even at 
a time of 1.0 second, when this calculation was terminated, the radius of the 
transient cavity is less than the depth. The same growth history is also seen for 
the N ASA-2 crater. 

Figure 9 shows the computed material flow fields for the NASA-I and NASA-
2 calculations at 1 second and 1.3 seconds, respectively. A ballistic extrapolation 
of the flow fields at these times results in the estimated final crater depths, radii 
and volumes given in Table 3. 
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Fig. 8. Transient cavity radius and depth versus time for NASA- I (left) and N ASA-2 
(right). 
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Fig. 9. Vector velocity plots of material flow field in cavity region for NASA-I at 1 
second (left) and N ASA-2 at 1.3 seconds (right). Computations were terminated at these 
times. 
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Table 3. Final crater depth, radius and volume.* 

Depth Radius Volume 

NASA-I 315 m -450 6.5 X 107 m:l 
(5 km/sec) 

NASA-2 510 m -1,000 m 6.8 X 108 m3 

(15.8 km/sec) 

* Values estimated on basis of ballistic extrapolation of flow 
fields shown in Fig. 9. 

SCALING 

For the two calculations reported here the scaling of crater radius with the initial 
impact energy may be examined in a preliminary manner using the estimated 
crater radii given in Table 3. Then, 

R2 = (KE2)°' 
R1 KE1 

and using R2 = 1,000 m, R1 = 450 m and KE2 /KE 1 = 10, 

a = 0.35 = 1 /3. 

This, of course, closely -approximates the well known cube-root scaling with 
energy, indicating that for these two calculations crater radius is being dominated 
by hydrodynamic flow, as opposed to effects of gravity or the shear strength of 
the GA. 

Similarly, using the estimated crater volumes given in Table 3, 

Vz (KE2) 13 

V1 = KE1 

and with V2 = 6.8 x 108 m3 and V 1 = 6.5 x 107 m3 , 

/3 :;= 1.02 = 1. 

as required by hydrodynamic scaling. 
On the other hand, crater depth or penetration depth does not scale as the 

cube-root of the energy, as can be verified by examining the crater depths given 
in Table 3. It is of some interest to examine the scaling of penetration depth or 
crater depth in terms of the impact velocity. It can be shown that penetration 
depth, p, scales as (Dienes and Walsh, 1970; Eichelberger and Gehring, 1962): 
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where p = projectile penetration depth 
d = projectile diameter 

PP = projectile density 
Pt = target density 
v = impact velocity 
a = sound speed in the target 

For purely hydrodynamic behavior, n = ½, which is the equivalent of cube-
root scaling of penetration depth with the initial kinetic energy. For momentum 
scaling, n = ½. 

For the NASA-I and NASA-2 calculations, the projectile diameters are iden-
tical as is the quantity pp/ Pt and the sound speed in the target. So: 

Taking P1 = 315 m, v1 = 5 km/sec, p2 = 510 m and V2 = 15.8 km/sec, 

n = 2/5 

or a value between those for momentum and energy scaling. 
This apparent reduction in penetration efficiency is particularly intriguing since 

both the crater radii and the crater volumes scale very closely as required by 
hydrodynamic theory. With the results of only two calculations it is not possible 
at this time to determine with certainty the cause(s) of this apparent reduced 
penetration efficiency. However, because of the importance of penetration and 
excavation depths for interpretation of the origin of lunar samples, this aspect 
will be closely examined when the results of future calculations are available. 

EJECTION DYNAMICS AND MELT TRANSPORT 

In both the N ASA-1 and N ASA-2 calculations ejection angles are relatively 
constant at about 50-60° from the horizontal. Early-time ejection velocities are 
about 1-2 km/ sec. Detailed analyses of ejection dynamics and ejecta deposition 
are planned and will be reported in a future paper. 

The NASA-I calculation was run to a real time of I second; NASA-2 was run 
to 1.3 seconds. The estimates of final crater dimensions and volumes of melt 
ejected from the crater are based on ballistic extrapolations from these times. 
Based on an analysis of the cratering flow fields at these times our experience 
suggests that these estimates will be very good approximations to the values that 
would be obtained if the full computation were continued until material motion 
has ceased. 

For the NASA-I impact, all the melted (and partially melted) GA is ejected 
from the crater. The melted GA is ejected up to a maximum range of about 30 
km or about 60 crater radii. 

In contrast, only about 53% of the completely melted GA and about 45% of 
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Table 4. Melt transport. 

Mass of fully Percentage Mass of Percentage of 
melted GA of fully melted partially melted partially melted 

ejected GA ejected GA ejected GA ejected 

NASA-I 3.6 X 1010g -100% 3.2 X 1010g -100% 
(5 km/sec) 

NASA-2 4.0 X 1012g -53% 1.3 X 1012g -45% 
(15.8 km/sec) 

From ballistic extrapolation at 1.0 sec. 

the partially melted GA is ejected from the NASA-2 crater. The melted GA is 
ejected to a maximum range of about 130 km or about 130 crater radii. 

Table 4 summarizes the masses of melted and partially melted GA ejected from 
the crater in both calculations. 

DISCUSSION 

The results reported here are from the first two of a planned matrix of calculations 
to investigate the effects of variations in impact parameters on melt generation 
and transport. With only two calculations completed it is not possible at this time 
to assess fully the scaling of parameters characterizing melt generation and trans-
port and transient cavity dynamics with the variation of impact parameters in-
cluded in the full matrix of calculations. However, several interesting observa-
tions are possible on the basis of the results available to date. 

O'Keefe and Ahrens (1977) analyzed the scaling of the volume of impact melt 
generated with the initial impact kinetic energy in terms of the nondimensional 
parameter: 

S = (pp/pt)(v/a)2 

where, as above, pp = density of projectile, Pt = low pressure density of target, 
a = sound speed in the target and v = impact velocity. Taking pp = 7.86 glee, 
v = 15.8 km/sec, and Pt = 2.936 glee and a = 7.4 km/sec for the high pressure 
phase of the GA, for the NASA-2 calculation S = 12.3. Then, for NASA-2, the 
volume of melt, V m, as a ratio of the volume of the projectile, Vp, is: 

Vm - = 2.3S 
VP 

This result is consistent with the value 2.5S reported by O'Keefe and Ahrens 
(1977). 

For S :S 4, O'Keefe and Ahrens report that V m/V P is not a linear function of 
the nondimensional parameter S. The NASA-1 results are consistent with this 
result. In fact, for the iron on GA impacts considered here, Vm approaches zero 
as the impact velocity approaches a value of about 3 km/sec. 
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Lange and Ahrens (1979), using results from O'Keefe and Ahrens (1977) and 
Oberbeck, et al. (1975) suggest that the volume of melt generated may be related 
to crater diameter, D, by: 

V m(km3) = 2 X 10-4 D 3 .4 

Taking V m = 3.5 x 10-3 km3 (from mass in Table 2 and assuming p = 2.936 g/cc 
for the low pressure phase of GA) and D = 2 km for NASA-2, V m/D3 .4 = 3.3 
x 10-4, in reasonable agreement with the result of Lange and Ahrens (1979) and 
the terrestrial crater data reported in their paper. 

Dence (1965) suggested that: 

V mCkm3) = 0.002D3 

on the basis of studies of terrestrial impact craters. The calculational results 
reported here agree only fairly with this scaling relationship with V m/D3 =::: 3 x 
10-4 for the N ASA-2 computation. 

Comparing the volume of melted target rock with the volume of the crater, V c, 

the NASA-2 calculation gives: 

V 
-------1!!. = 4 X 10-3 

Ye 
Additional calculations are required to determine how this ratio scales with vari-
ations in impact conditions. 
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